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Summary
There are 49, 973 peri-urban holdings (between 2 and 30 hectares) in the Greater Sydney
LLS region. A random sample of 396 of these landholders were interviewed to gauge their
awareness of weeds, their levels of control and their barriers and drivers for 8 weed control
and management activities. They were also asked about their awareness and control of two
widespread weeds - cat’s claw creeper (Dolichandra unguis-cati) and pampas grass
(Cortaderia sp.).
Notably, this population has an average age of 59 years, and have owned their properties for
an average of 22 years. 82% live on their property full-time and 86% rely mainly on offproperty sources of income. The main property uses are lifestyle (34%) and cattle (17%).
Unprompted, they named 102 weeds as problematic on their properties and the most
frequently named weeds were fireweed and lantana.
79% of the population report they have slashed or mowed on their property in the past 12
months. Around 75% have pulled or dug out weeds, 69% have checked for new weeds, 60%
have used herbicides, 49% have taken measures to prevent weeds from spreading, and 35%
have made pasture improvements to control weeds. Only 16% report having burned to control
weeds and very few - 6% - have used biological controls.
As a group they rated the importance of weed control for improving their property
appearance more highly than for reducing hazards to livestock and people, increasing
production and promoting native vegetation (3.6 on a scale of 1 not important - 5 extremely
important versus 3.5, 3.2 and 3.1 respectively) but significant differences are found when
analysed by property use.
The two most frequently described barriers to each weed control or management activity are:









slashing and mowing - drought conditions and difficult to do
pulling and digging - labour intensive and time consuming to do
checking for new weeds - time consuming to do it and weed identification difficult
using herbicides - general cost and prefer not to use chemicals
preventing the spread of weeds from the property - difficult when neighbours don’t
control their weeds and everyone needs to do it
pasture improvements - current dry conditions and cost
burning - fire bans and possible risks
using biological controls - potential to create further problems and lack of knowledge.

The two most frequently described benefits or drivers of each weed control or management
activity are:







slashing and mowing - perceived effectiveness and improves property appearance
pulling and digging - perceived effectiveness and weeds do not grow back
checking for new weeds - early identification of new weeds and perceived
effectiveness
using herbicides - perceived effectiveness and can use in hard to access areas
preventing the spread of weeds from the property - it was perceived beneficial and
prevents weeds spreading
pasture improvements - provides better grass and pasture for stock and improves
production
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burning - perceived effective way to control weeds and clean up paddocks
using biological controls - perceived effective for certain weeds and a good idea.

Only 17% were aware of cat’s claw creeper, and of those who reported this weed occurring
on their property, 87% had carried out control; mostly by spraying it with herbicide.
Only 35% were aware of pampas grass, and of those who reported this weed occurring on
their property, 69% had carried out control; mostly by digging / pulling out.
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Introduction
This report provides results from a telephone survey of peri-urban landholders in the Greater
Sydney LLS region to elicit their barriers and drivers around controlling and managing weeds
on their properties.
The purpose of the survey is to inform engagement efforts that target peri-urban landholders
in NSW to increase their control of widespread weeds.
Knowing the barriers and benefits they describe for each type of weed control method will
help develop more effective engagement where those activities are needed.

Widespread weeds
For this project, widespread weeds are those that are common in the region and their ongoing
control and management by landholders is seen as beneficial.
Each Regional Weed Committee has chosen 2 focus weeds that are widespread in their
region. The Greater Sydney Regional Weed Committee chose cat’s claw creeper and pampas
grass as focus weeds for this survey.

Peri-urban landholders in the Greater Sydney
For this project, peri-urban landholders are defined as those with properties between 2 and 30
hectares.
Using this definition, there are currently 232,931 peri-urban properties in NSW (see Map 1),
with 49,973 occurring in the Greater Sydney LLS region.
A random sample of 396 of the peri-urban landholders in the Greater Sydney region was
interviewed (see Map 2), representing 0.8% of the total peri-urban population in the region.
Degree of accuracy
Because peri-urban landholders were sampled randomly, there is a 5.6% margin of error at
the 95% confidence interval.
This means that if we conducted the same survey 100 times with the population of peri-urban
landholders on the Greater Sydney, 95 times out of 100 we would get the same results, with
only 5.6% variation to the responses presented in this report.
Therefore we can be confident these results reflect the responses of the peri-urban population
of the Greater Sydney region as a whole.
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Map 1 – Peri-urban properties (2-30 hectares) in NSW – 232,931 holdings
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Map 2 – Peri-urban landholders surveyed in the Greater Sydney region (n=396)
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What is their demographic profile?





The average age is 58.6 years
The average length of property ownership is 21.8 years
324 (82%) live on their property full-time
72 (18%) live on their property part-time (spending an average of 10.5 days/month)

What is their property profile?







The average property size is 16.1 ha
When grouped into three property sizes
 2-<10ha - 36 (9%)
 10-<20ha - 241 (61%)
 20-30ha - 119 (30%)
54 (14%) earn their main source of income from their property
342 (86%) rely mainly on off-property sources of income
The main property uses by peri-urban landholders in the Greater Sydney are:
 Lifestyle (34%)
 Cattle (17%)
 Mixed farming (16%)
 Horses (12%)

Main property use by Greater Sydney peri-urban
landholders (n=396)
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Other livestock includes goats, poultry and bee-keeping; Horticulture / cropping includes hay
/ Lucerne, turf, fruit trees, vegetables and flowers; Other includes accommodation,
conservation, pet care and transport.
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What weeds do they have on their properties?
Peri-urban landholders were asked to name any weeds they considered to be a problem on
their properties.
Unprompted, 317 landholders named 102 weeds (see Appendix 1).
79 landholders did not name any weeds that were a problem on their property.

The most commonly named weeds are:




Fireweed (named by 200 landholders)
Lantana (named by 101 landholders)
Blackberry (named by 72 landholders)

The weeds named by 10 or more landholders include:
Weed name as stated by landholder
Fireweed
Lantana
Blackberry
Thistles
Scotch thistle
Green cestrum
Cobblers peg /Farmers Friend
Stinging nettles
Privet
African love grass
Crofton weed
Wandering jew
African olive
Bracken fern
Tobacco bush / wild tobacco
Bindii

Probable species
Senecio madagascariensis
Lantana camara
Rubus fruticosus
Various species
Onopordum acanthium
Cestrum parqui
Bidens pilosa
Urtica dioica
Ligustrum sp.
Eragrotis curvula
Ageratina adenophora
Tradescantia sp.
Olea europaea
Pteridium esculentum
Solanum mauritianum
Soliva sessilis

Landholders named 11 different weed species that are listed as State priority weeds, and 43
different weed species that are listed as Regional priority weeds (see Appendix 1).
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Why is weed control important to them?
Peri-urban landholders rated the importance of weed control on their properties against four
outcomes to:





reduce hazards to livestock and people
promote native vegetation
increase production
improve property appearance.

Across all respondents, the average ratings for all four outcomes are between 3.1 and 3.6 (on
a scale of 1 being not important and 5 being extremely important.

Reasons for Controlling Weeds

Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
average rating of why weed control is important
Improve appearance

3.6

Reduce hazards

3.5

Increase production

3.2

Promote native veg

3.1
1

2

3

4

5

Average rating where:
1=not important

5=extremely important

When reasons for controlling weeds are analysed by property use, a number of significant
relationship are found. There are no differences found between different property sizes.
Property use
Those who use their properties for lifestyle/hobby and other uses rate the importance of weed
control for production gains significantly lower than for all other uses (see graph on next
page).
Those who use their properties for horticulture / cropping, lifestyle and other uses rate the
importance of weed control for reducing hazards to livestock and people significantly lower
than for all other uses (see graph on next page).
There is no difference between property use and the importance of weed control for
enhancing property appearance or promoting native vegetation.
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Note: In the following graphs different colours signify significant differences.

Main Property Use

Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396) average
importance rating of weed control for production gains across
main property use types
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Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396) average
importance rating of weed control to reduce hazards across
main property use types
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What weed control activities do they do?
Landholders were asked which of the following weed control activities they had carried out
on their property in the last 12 months:









Slashing or mowing
Using herbicides
Pasture improvements (for example fertilising, sowing pasture seed, restricting
grazing)
Pulling or digging out by hand or with a machine
Burning
Using a biological control such as an insect
Checking for new weeds on their properties
Taking action to stop weeds spreading from their properties.

The percentage breakdown of how many do each activity is:

Percentage of Greater Sydney landholders (n=396) carrying
out each weed control activity in last 12 months
Slashing or mowing
Pulling or digging
Checking for new weeds
Herbicides
Preventing weed spread
Pasture improvements
Burning
Biocontrols

79%
75%
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60%
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35%
16%
6%
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The average rating of how often they do each activity is:

How often Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
carry out each weed control activity
Pulling or digging

2.5

Slashing or mowing

2.4

Checking for new weeds

2.4

Preventing weed spread
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Herbicides

1.5

Pasture improvements

0.8
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0.3

Biocontrols

0.2
0

1
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3
Frequency where:
0=never, 1=once/yr, 2=2-3 times/yr, 3=4-6 times/yr, 4=>6 times/yr
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When weed control activities are analysed by property use and property size, a number of
significant relationships show up.
Property use
Those who use their properties for mixed farming, other livestock and cattle are more likely
to improve their pastures to control weeds (see graph below).
Those who use their property for mixed farming, other livestock and horticulture/cropping
are more likely to use herbicides to control their weeds (see graph on next page).
There are no differences between property use and the use of burning, checking for new
weeds, preventing weed spread, slashing or mowing, pulling or digging or using biocontrol.

Note: In the following graphs different colours signify significant differences.

How often Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
used pasture improvement across each main property use
type
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How often Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
used herbicides across each main property use type
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Property size
Those with smaller and medium peri-urban properties (<10 ha and 10-<20ha) are more likely
to use herbicides to control weeds than those with larger sized properties (see graph below).
There are no differences between property size and property improvements, pulling / digging,
slashing / mowing, burning, using biocontrol, checking for new weeds or taking action to
prevent weeds spreading.

Note: In the following graph different colours signify significant differences

How often Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
used herbicides across property size
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Slashing/mowing – barriers and drivers
79% of peri-urban landholders say they have slashed or mowed to control weeds in the past
12 months. On average, they report doing this around 3-4 times per year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “slashing or mowing” to control weeds:
Barriers to slashing / mowing

Barriers to slashing / mowing to control weeds - Greater
Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Drought
Difficult to do
Only temporary fix / need to repeat
Not effective / doesn’t control weeds
Terrain -steep / hilly
Time consuming
General accessibility
Terrain - trees / vegetation
Depends on weather conditions / rain
Spreads the seeds
Weeds more difficult to manage in long-term
Access to equipment
Limited to small areas
Terrain -rocks / debris
Only at certain times / before seeding
Doesn't remove roots
General expense
Limitation of equipment
Physical ability / age
Equipment maintainence/repair
Terrain - swampy / wet
Disturbs other plants
Availability of helper / contractor
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Machinery, cost of repairs, terrain is rocky and can be dangerous
It’s ineffective, need a tractor to slash as well
Timing for slashing before fireweed goes to flower
Heads are cut off, that’s about it, doesn’t eradicate
Drought at the moment so no need to slash this year
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Benefits / drivers of slashing / mowing

Benefits of slashing / mowing to control weeds - Greater
Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Controls weeds
Improves property appearance
Better grass growth / improve pasture
Beneficial for livestock
Reduces fire risk
Beneficial when timing right
Keeps place clear / access
Deters snakes
Prevents seeding
Mulches soil / add nutrients
Easy
Avoids chemical use
Fast / covers big areas
Deters pests/insects
Reduces dust
Improves pasture
Encourages native veg / trees
Allows access to nuts on ground
Therapeutic / fitness
Cost effective
Supports native animals
Deters rats
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Quick and easy to do
Keeps the place clean and tidy, and keeps the weeds down
Pretty effective if slash fireweed before flowering
Keeps weeds down without pesticides, keeps soil in better health
Enjoy, not difficult with ride on mower
Cheaper and easier than spraying
Mowing around the house keeps away snakes and rodents, improves appearance
Mowing around the house provides food for wildlife e.g. wallabies
Barriers and drivers of peri-urban widespread weed control – Greater Sydney
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Pulling/digging – barriers and drivers
75% of peri-urban landholders say they have pulled or dug to control weeds in the past 12
months. On average, they report doing 3-4 times per year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “hand pulling or digging out weeds by hand or with a machine” to
control weeds:
Barriers to pulling or digging

Barriers to pulling / digging to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Labour intensive
Time consuming to do
Physical injury (back, hands)
Has to be done constantly
Only suitable for small areas
Not practical for large numbers
Steep terrain / access
Age
Not for all types of weeds
Weed identification
Must have right equipment
Some weeds are toxic
Weather
Slow
Must remove roots to be effective
Ground too hard
Contractor availability
Disposal of waste
Tedious, monotonous work
Not benefitical for soil
Motivation
Everyone must do it to be effective
Cost of contractor
Lack of support from council
Only effective at certain times

78
63
24
24
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11
10
10
10
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Time consuming and constant practice
Spent all day pulling out weeds, hopeless when dry, doesn’t get the ro ots
Can’t do it in paddocks, only for small scale. Grows back as well
Bad knees and back. I need help, need someone to pull out weeds for me
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Benefits / drivers of pulling or digging

Benefits of pulling / digging to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Effective method
Removes root, does not grow…
Reduces spread of weeds
Clean and tidy appearance
Better for the environment
Exercise / keeps me fit
Avoids chemical use
Easy
Gets weeds while small
Therapeutic/satisfying job
Cheaper than other methods
Remove in hard to get areas
Immediate removal of problem
Can be done when weed first…
Part of farm routine
Natural method
Benefits the soil
Reduced risk to stock
More thorough and selective…
Improves property /…
Better for other vegetation
Increase knowledge
Reduced fire risk
0
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Avoid use of chemicals, no cross contamination and better effect, less disruption to animals
It worked well, always walk around the property and pull as soon as identify any weeds
Effective to get rid of fireweed, it’s an effective natural process
Good exercise, helps to improve your understanding of local environment
Gets the roots, effective on lantana
Good therapy, immediate result, better than mowing
It’s a quick control measure, as soon as you see you can pull
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Checking for new weeds – barriers and
drivers
69% of peri-urban landholders say they have checked for new weeds in the past 12 months.
On average, they report doing this between 3-4 times per year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “checking for new weeds on their property”:
Barriers to checking for new weeds

Barriers to checking for new weeds - Greater Sydney periurban landholders (n=396)
Time consuming to do it
Weed ID difficult
Needs to be constant
Difficult to see in bushland
Steep terrain
Too rocky to gain access
Manual labour
Lack of knowledge
Seeds/weeds spread from elsewhere
Motivation
Age
Property too large
Not successful
Hazards such a snakes & ticks
Weather
Seasonal activity
Easy to miss
Cost
Limited time on property
Neighbours also need to do it
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Weed identification and knowledge of appropriate action
Depressing to see the extent of the problem, doesn’t improve easily
Can’t easily look over whole property - steep land
Every day, it’s time and labour intensive
Hard to keep track when weeds take over and grow quickly
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Benefits / drivers of checking for new weeds

Benefits of checking for new weeds - Greater Sydney periurban landholders (n=396)
Early detection & able to act immediately
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Effective way to keep weeds under control

43

Early ID of new weeds
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16

Awareness of what's going on

15
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9
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8
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Walking around keeps me fit

3
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Reduced risk to livestock
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Benefits native vegetation
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Better production
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main be nefits:
Awareness of the weeds, where they’re growing etc
Part of routine of checking on stock
Reduction in the use of herbicides, reduction in labour if get before seeds
It’s obvious, early detection and early action
To protect the horses and cows from toxic weeds particularly
Keeps them in check by keeping an eye on them
Easy when you walk around
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Using herbicides – barriers and drivers
60% of peri-urban landholders say they have used herbicides to control weeds in the past 12
months. On average, they report doing this around 2 times per year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “using herbicides to control weeds”:
Barriers to using herbicides

Barriers to using herbicides to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Cost
Do not like using chemicals
Not totally effective
Time consuming to do it
Need to keep doing it/ follow up
Produces harmful residues
Conditions must be right to spray
Kills other vegetation
Health side effects
Need right equipment
Labour intensive
Harmful to soil
Potential harm to livestock
Proximity to waterways
Getting correct advice
Timing of application crucial
Cost of chemicals
Availbility of contractor
Potential harm to wildlife
Hard to do manually
Not suitable for larger areas
Terrain
Must prevent stock access after spraying
Mixing chemicals correctly
Easy to miss weeds
Does not kill seeds in soil
Backpacks are heavy, need constant refilling
Access to parts of property
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Cost of equipment, labour, chemicals. Can’t spray near a creek
Don’t know which herbicide would be good to reduce weeds and not effect stock
Doesn’t eliminate the weeds so not successful, time frame and spray drift
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Benefits / drivers of using herbicides

Benefits of using herbicides to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Effective weed control

77

Gets rid of some weeds effectively

21

Can use in hard to access areas

15

Fast acting

14

Improves property appearance

12

Keeps fencelines / road clear

8
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6
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3

Labour saving

3

Allows pasture grow

3

Reduced fire hazards

2

Keeps pasture clean

2

Better than other methods

2

Best way to control weeds

2

Cheap

1

Improved crop production

1

Fast to apply

1
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Works in areas that are hard to reach, Roundup is very good, can paint the weeds with it
Convenient method, effective on large areas
Effective on some of the strong weeds that can’t be pulled out, or area that can’t be reached
Quick, immediate effect, cost-effective
It has been very effective with lantana
Selective sprays are good, it kills the weeds
Controls for better, clean production of hay
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Preventing spread – barriers and drivers
49% of peri-urban landholders say they have taken action to stop weeds spreading from their
property in the past 12 months. On average, they report doing this between 1-2 times per
year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “taking action to stop weeds spreading from their property”:
Barriers to preventing weeds from spreading

Barriers to preventing the spread of weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Difficult when neighbours don't control
Everyone needs to do it
Time consuming
Difficult when council land / roadside uncontrolled
Hard work
Difficult when seeds spread by wind
Not effective / keep coming back
Constant vigilance
Difficult when spread from bushland/National Park
Difficult when seeds spread by birds
Too big a problem
Difficult when seeds spread by water / floods
Access to property
Need help to ID weeds
Spread through animal feed
Cost
Difficult when seeds can be spread by vehicles
Council doesn't enforce
Laziness
Must be done at the right time
Difficult when seeds spread by animals
Difficult to clean machinery / vehicles thoroughly
Age
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Council are not clearing along roadsides and some neighbours also not vigilant
Time factor, birds spreading the seeds
National park is full of lantana, it is near the Crown land, next to my farm
Neighbours have to do it. Horse feeds can bring in new weeds
Council has not co-operated with locals to combat the widespread toxic weed taking over
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Benefits / drivers of preventing weeds from spreading

Benefits of preventing spread of weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Controls weeds

40

Prevents weeds spreading

23

Beneficial when everyone does it

22

Help neighbours/avoid problems

19

Keeps property clean

17

Catches weeds before seed

5

Reduces potential future risks

3

Helps native vegetation

3

Being responsible / proactive

3

Good for soil/growth

2

Less control work in the future

2

Caring for the environment

2

Easy to do

1

Feel good / peace of mind

1

Deals with weeds immediately

1

Good farming practice
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Definitely beneficial for a better world
Keeps on top of the weeds
Protecting bushland, aesthetics
Keeps neighbours happy
Easy to do when you walk around
Own property maintained, reduces risk to neighbouring producers and water courses
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Pasture improvements – barriers and drivers
35% of peri-urban landholders say they have carried out pasture improvements such as
fertilising, restricting grazing and sowing pasture seed to control weeds in the past 12 months.
On average, they report doing this once a year.
Peri-urban landholders were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers)
or beneficial (benefits/drivers) about “pasture improvements, for example fertilising, sowing
pasture seed, restricting grazing” to control weeds:
Barriers to pasture improvements

Barriers to pasture improvement to control weeds - Greater
Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Lack of water/drought conditions
Costs (fertiliser, seed, fuel, labour)
Grazing / livestock management
Lot of work / difficult
Time consuming to do
Not effective
Terrain unsuitable
Getting rain at the right time
Access to water
Depends on weather
Knowledge about what works
Maintaining fences
Using the correct amount of fertilizer
Risks when using fertilisers
Terrain too swampy
Mess/odour
Not environmentally friendly
Weeds spread from neighbouring farms
General maintainance
Destock so reduced income for a time
Seeds eaten by birds
Need right machinery
Labour availability
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Diesel fuel, labour of contractor, cost of seed planting
Don’t know what to do about this, need advice about my soil and local area
Cattle in the paddock, makes it difficult
Getting water to paddocks for rotational grazing, and maintaining fences
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Benefits / drivers of pasture improvements

Benefits of pasture improvement to control weeds Greater Sydney peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Better grass / pasture for stock

32

Better livestock/crop production

19

Controls weeds

19

Allows for paddock rotation

13

Improves soil quality

9

Improves property appearance

5

Regeneration of native vegetation

3

Minimal difficulty

2

Saves money in the long run

2

Reduce chemical use

1

Controls worms

1

Increases biodiversity
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Aesthetic appearance, maintains grass
Improves the property value
Reduces weeds, weeds competing with grass, not overgrazed
Main benefits - more feed out of paddocks through rotational grazing
Grows grass, improves soil quality
Rests the pasture, avoids overgrazing - rotational grazing
Chook poo sometimes, fertilise paddocks, improves soil, mulch, pasture benefits
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Burning – barriers and drivers
16% of peri-urban landholders say they have burned to control weeds in the past 12 months.
On average, they report doing this less than once a year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “burning to control weeds”:
Barriers to burning

Barriers to burning for weed control - Greater Sydney periurban landholders (n=396)
Restrictions/fire bans
Possible risk
Must obtain a permit
Control of fire
Terrain unsuitable
Too close to residences
Kills beneficial grass
Weather conditions must be right
Not practical
Creates bare ground for new weeds
Ineffective
Property is too small
Not suitable for all weeds
Only burn at certain times
Time consuming to do it
Labour
Neighbours must agree
Makes a mess
Lack of knowledge
Damages soil
Need right equipment
Damages environment
Grass conditions must be right
Spreads seed
Risk to wildlife
Must be vigilant
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Bush fire risk, permits required, seasonal limits, needs expertise
Problems associated with neighbours - smoke, ash
Destroys coverage and promotes weeds
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Benefits / drivers of burning

Benefits of burning for weed control - Greater Sydney periurban landholders (n=396)
Effective method to control weeds

26

Clean up paddocks

15

Freshens pasture

12

Improves soil

6

Reduces bushfire risk

5

Works well for larger areas

3

Limits regrowth

3

Kills seeds

3

Aesthetics

2

Can use in inaccessible areas

1

Cost-effective method

1

Can deal with large numbers quickly

1

Improves crop production

1

Effective if done at right time

1

Less physical labour
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Clears the property completely, comes back nice and green
Gets rid of the weeds
Non-toxic, better than broad-scale spraying
Better grass regrowth, pastures for livestock, rids diseases
Cost-effective way of getting rid of agricultural problems on land, benefits of ash
Good for broad-acre stuff, puts minerals in the soil
Reduces fire hazard, and 1-2 year prevention of weeds reoccurring
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Using biological control – barriers and drivers
6% of peri-urban landholders say they have used biocontrol to control weeds in the past 12
months. On average, they report doing this less than once a year.
They were asked open ended questions about what was difficult (barriers) or beneficial
(benefits/drivers) about “using a biological control such as an insect” to control weeds:
Barriers towards biological control

Barriers to using biocontrol to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Potentially create further problems

10

Lack of knowledge

8

Cost

5

Knowing which agent to use

3

Past failures

3

Only for specific weeds

2

Don't like using them

2

Potential harm to other plants/crops

2

Ineffective

2

Takes too long to work

2

Availability of biocontrol agent

2

Need right conditions

1

Agent susceptible to environemtal factors

1

Potential health issues

1

Getting right amount of agent to use

1

Potential harm to environment

1

Time consuming to do
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main barriers:
Cost, insects used to be free but then they cost money
Need more information
Awareness from past experience, it will create more problems
Hazardous to health, e.g. breathing in fungus
All for it but don’t have access to it
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Benefits / drivers of using biological control

Benefits of using biocontrol to control weeds - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Effective way to kill certain weeds

15

Good idea

4

Natural / environmentally friendly

4

Encourages grass growth

2

Reduce toxin use

2

Encourages biodiversity

1

Cost-effective

1

Good for the soil

1

Less labour and time input needed
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Quotes from peri-urban landholders describing the main benefits:
Natural method
Safe, environmentally friendly
Economical, environmentally good practice, will reduce labour in the long term
Less chemical residue produced
Targets one weed effectively
Extremely efficient, worked on Alligator weeds
Works well on a thick population of weed growth
Salvinia weevil worked well
Big fan of this method
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Specific control of cat’s claw creeper
When the peri-urban landholders were asked if they are aware of cat’s claw creeper:



66 (17%) were aware of cat’s claw creeper
330 (83%) were not.

Of those who are aware:



15 (4% of surveyed population) said it occurs on their property
87% (13) of these landholders said they have carried out control.

Life-styler landholders are less likely to be aware of cat’s claw creeper than those who use
their property for other purposes.
Control
The following control methods were described by those who have cat’s claw creeper and
have carried out control of it:

Methods used to control Cats claw creeper - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
herbicide

6

dig / pull out

4

mow /slash

2

scrape bark off host tree then spray
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Frequency of response

Spraying with herbicide (e.g. Roundup) and digging / pulling out are the most commonly
method used to control cat’s claw creeper.
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Specific control of pampas grass
When the peri-urban landholders were asked if they are aware of pampas grass:



140 (35%) were aware of pampas grass
256 (65%) were not

Of those who are aware:



32 (8% of surveyed population) said it occurs on their property
69% (22) of these landholders said they have carried out control

There are no differences in landholder awareness, and control of pampas grass between
different property use or property size.

Control
The following control methods were described by those who have pampas grass and have
carried out control of it:

Methods used to control Pampas grass - Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
dig / pull out

10

herbicide

6

mow /slash

5

burn

3

sow pasture
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Digging or pulling was the most popular method used to control this weed, followed by
spraying with herbicide (e.g. Aster 800). One landholder sowed with Hawkesbury mix to
prevent reoccurrence.
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Sources of information about weed control
Landholders were asked from where or whom they preferred to get their advice about weed
control.
The most popular response is the internet, followed by local council. The third most common
response was from neighbours and other landholders.

Main sources of weed information for Greater Sydney
peri-urban landholders (n=396)
Internet

70

didn't answer

59

Local council

58

Other landholders / neighbours

56

Dept Primary Industry

51

Ag / chemical supplier / produce store

46

Local Lands Service

42

don't know

36

Self / own experience

18

Agronomist

14

Family

12

Books / Library

11

Pamphlet/Brochures

7

Doesn't get advice

6

Regional show / field day

5

Lands Dept

4

Nursery / horticulturist

4

Courses

4

Uni / Ag college

3

Professional weed controller

3

Landcare / Local management committee

3

Industry group

2

Newspaper

2

Environmental consultant

2

NPWS

1

Seminar / Workshops
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Appendix 1 - List of weeds named
Weed name as stated by
landholder
3 corner jack
African boxthorn
African love grass
African olive
Alligator weed
Apple of Sodom
Asparagus
Balloon vine
Bamboo
Banana passionfruit
Bathurst burr
Berberis / Barberry
Bindii
Black / Spear thistle
Blackberry
Blackthorn
Blady grass
Blue heliotrope
Bracken fern
Bridal creeper
Broadleaf pasture weeds
Californian thistle
Camphor laurel
Capeweed
Cassia
Castor oil plant
Cat's claw creeper
Cherry laurel
Chickweed
Chilean needle grass
Chinese cedar
Clover
Cobblers peg /Farmers Friend
Coral trees
Cotoneaster
Cotton weed
Crofton weed
Dandelions
Dock
Duckweed

Probable species
Emex australis
Lycium ferocissimum
Eragrotis curvula
Olea europaea
Alternanthera philoxeroides
Solanum linnaeanum
Asparagus sp.
Cardiospermum grandiflorum
Bambusa sp.
Passiflora tarminiana
Xanthium spinosum
Berberis sp.
Soliva sessilis
Cirsium vulgare
Rubus fruticosus

Bursaria spinosa
Imperata cylindrica
Heliotropium amplexicaule
Pteridium esculentum
Asparagus asparagoides
Various species
Cirsium arvense
Cinnamomum camphora
Arctotheca calendula
Senna pendula
Ricinus communis
Dolichandra unguis-cati
Prunus laurocerasus
Stellaria media
Nassella neesiana
Cedrella sinensis?
Trifolium sp.
Bidens pilosa
Erythrina sp.
Cotoneaster glaucophyllus
Gomphocarpus fruticosus?
Ageratina adenophora
Taraxacum officinale
Rumex sp.
Lemna minor

Frequency
of
response
5
4
13
12
3
6
2
5
1
1
3
1
10
2
72
1
1
3
11
4
5
1
7
6
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
4
17
2
2
3
13
4
1
1
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Priority status1
S-asset
R-concern
R-contain
S-contain,R-contain
R-concern
S-asset
R-concern
R-concern
R-concern

S-asset

R-concern

R-concern
R-concern
R-contain

R-concern
R-concern
R-concern
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Fat hen
Fireweed
Fleabane
Giant Devil's Fig weed
Giant Parramatta grass
Giant reed / fake bamboo
Gorse
Green cestrum
Holly
Honey Locust
Horsetails
Inkweed
Jasmine
Khaki weed
Kikuyu grass
Kiwi fruit
Lantana
Linen weed
Madeira vine / Lambs tail
Marshmallow
Milkweed
Mist flower
Moth vine
Mother of millions
Nut grass
Onion weed
Oxalis
Paddy’s lucerne
Pampas grass
Panic veldt grass
Paspalum
Passion fruit
Paterson's curse
Pittosporum
Poa winter grass
Prickly pear
Privet
Prunus
Purple top
Quickweed
Rattle Weed
Rhodes grass
Rye grass
Salvinia
Scotch broom

Chenopodium album
Senecio madagascariensis
Conyza sp.

Solanum chrysotrichum
Sporobolus fertilis
Arundo donax
Ulex europaeus
Cestrum parqui
Ilex aquifolium
Gleditsia triacanthos
Equisetum sp.
Phytolacca octandra
Jasminum polyanthum
Alternanthera pungens
Pennisetum clandestinum
Actinidia deliciosa
Lantana camara
?
Anredera cordifolia
Malva parviflora
Asclepias sp.
Ageratina riparia
Araujia sericifera
Bryophyllum delagoense
Cyperus esculentus
Asphodelus fistulosus
Oxalis sp.
Sida rhombifolia
Cortaderia sp.
Panicum sp.
Paspalum sp.
Passiflora edulis
Echium plantagineum
Pittostrum sp.
Poa sp.
Opuntia sp.
Ligustrum sp.
Prunus sp.
Verbena bonariensis
Galinsoga parviflora?
Crotalaria lunata?
Chloris gayana
Lolium sp.
Salvinia molesta
Cytisus scoparius

2
200
1
1
8
1
1
18
1
3
1
1
1
2
5
1
101
1
2
5
1
4
3
2
7
2
3
2
5
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
14
1
1
1
1
1
2
4
3
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S-asset
R-prevent
R-concern
R-contain
R-contain
R-contain
R-concern
R-concern
R-contain
R-concern
R-concern
S-asset,R-concern
S-asset

R-concern
R-concern
R-concern

R-contain

R-concern

S-asset
R-concern

R-concern
R-concern
S-asset,R-contain
R-contain
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Scotch thistle
Serrated tussock
Smartweed
St Johns wort
Stinging nettles
Teatree
Thistles
Tobacco bush
Tree of heaven
Turkey rhubarb
Turnip weed
Unspecified Nightshade
Wandering jew
Water hyacinth
Whisky grass
Wireweed

Onopordum acanthium
Nassella trichotoma
Polygonum sp.
Hypericum peroratum
Urtica dioica
?
Various species
Solanum mauritianum
Ailanthus altissima
Acetosa sagittata
Rapistrum rugosum
Solanum sp.
Tradescantia sp.
Eichhornia crassipes
Andropogon virginicus
Polygonum sp.

29
6
1
5
16
2
35
11
2
2
1
4
13
1
7
4

R-concern
S-asset,R-contain
R-concern

R-concern
R-concern
R-concern

S-contain,R-contain
R-concern

1

S= status at State level, R=status at Regional level. Refer to the Greater Sydney Regional
Strategic Weed Management Plan 2017-2022 for more detail.
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Appendix 2 - Barriers across all weed control
behaviours

Method limitations include only some weed species, area to be covered, season, need for others
action, development of chemical resistance; Capability includes age, health, knowledge, ability
to ID weeds; Risk includes chemical hazard, fire hazard, damage to other vegetation or
livestock.
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Appendix 3 - Benefits across all weed control
behaviours
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